Give passengers a sense of comfort knowing the handrails they hold are cleaner because they inhibit the growth of bacteria.

**Consumer Concern**
Globally, escalator handrails are often listed among the top ten surfaces where the public is directly exposed to germs and other harmful bacteria. Antimicrobial handrails are equally important for passenger safety, as holding the handrail is one of the best ways to defend against accidental falls.

**Antimicrobial Protection**
EHC has specially selected an antimicrobial additive that is safe, effective and permanent for the life of the handrail. The cleansing compounds provide an added level of protection which keep AMRail handrails clean.

AMRail not only defends passengers, it prevents the accelerated growth of bacteria that can cause product deterioration.

**Stop the spread of germs and bacteria:**
Specify AMRail handrails on all of your escalators & moving walks!